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workload take its toll in November. In 
Savoonga, a large outbreak between 
October and November pulled on 
clinic resources not only locally but 
from other village clinics as well. 
Kulowiyi says she couldn’t have man-
aged all the testing without the sup-
port from Bridgette Sherman, a POC 
ɞȑɗɞȧȽȞ ǸɗɗȧɗɞǸȽɞ ȝɔɃȼ £ȑȷȷȑɔ  ϪȤɃ ѫȑϪ 
in to help throughout the outbreak.

“Truthfully, every single essential 
ϪɃɔȵȑɔ ȍȑѨȽȧɞȑȷϰ ȝȑȷɞ ɃϩȑɔϪɃɔȵȑȍ  
Kulowiyi said. “This outbreak spread 
rapidly and overwhelmed everyone. 
I think it was a big reminder and eye 
opener that this virus is real and can 
strike anywhere.”

Walking door to door to get house-
holds tested, they worked every single 
ϪȑȑȵȑȽȍ ȝɃɔ Ǹ ȼɃȽɞȤ  £Ȥȑȧɔ Ѩɔɗɞ ȍǸϰ 
Ƀџ ϪǸɗ Ǹ £ȤɡɔɗȍǸϰ  ɃȽ ²ȑɞȑɔǸȽɗ 6Ǹϰ  
All tests were shipped to Nome, except 
those from symptomatic individuals 
that were processed in Savoonga with 
the rapid ID NOW analyzer.

Back in Nome, Carol “Binxy” John-
son’s role in the laboratory ensures the 
smooth operation of the Point of Care 

department. She works as the POC 
testing technologist, which means she 
is involved in all the testing carried out 
at NSHC. She not only collects sam-
ples and runs analyzers, but she certi-
Ѩȑɗ ɃɞȤȑɔɗ ɞɃ ɔɡȽ ɞȤɃɗȑ ȼǸȇȤȧȽȑɗ  ɞɃɃ  

In the last year-and-a-half, John-
son’s duties have tripled, if not more, 
ȍɡȑ ɞɃ ɞȤȑ 0h²O6 ɐǸȽȍȑȼȧȇ טּאָ
£Ȥȑɗȑ ȍǸϰɗ  ɗȤȑ ѨȽȍɗ Ȥȑɔɗȑȷȝ ȇɃȽ-

stantly multi-tasking, largely because 
of the additional training needed 
around the region.

“In previous years before the pan-
demic, we had one training bi-weekly 

or sometimes one monthly,” she said. 
“For the past two-plus years, besides 
having two trainings bi-weekly, I must 
arrange three to four trainings on top 
of my busy schedule to accommodate 
ȼɃɔȑ ɗɞǸџ

Johnson started in the Point of Care 
department within Nome’s laboratory 

Ǹɗ Ǹ uh0 ɞȑɗɞȧȽȞ ǸɗɗȧɗɞǸȽɞ ȧȽ ּהּאָאַא  OȽ 
Zɡȷϰ ּאָאּאַא  ɗȤȑ Ǹȇȇȑɐɞȑȍ Ȥȑɔ ȇɡɔɔȑȽɞ 
ɔɃȷȑ  {Ȥȑ ȽɃϪ Ƀϩȑɔɗȑȑɗ ɗɞǸџ ȧȽ cɃȼȑ 
and trains all village-based POC assis-
tants.

The Point of Care Program was 
ȧȽȧɞȧǸɞȑȍ ȧȽ ּאַאָאַא ǸȽȍ ȤǸɗ ȑȽǸȆȷȑȍ ɞȤȑ 
screening and treatment process to 

be completed during a single encoun-
ter, thereby improving access to care, 
counseling, and patient outcomes. By 
providing accurate and quick data, 
point-of-care testing has increased 
NSHC’s response and diagnosis time 
in regional communities. 

Separated from the laboratory’s 
ȆɡɗɞȷȧȽȞ ɗȇȑȽȑ ȧɗ Ǹ ɗȼǸȷȷ ɃѢȇȑ ɗɐǸȇȑ 
where the lab’s manager and director 
of the POC program, Rolando Gar-
cia-Morales, oversees it all.  

Garcia-Morales is a veteran to the 
ȼɃȍȧѨȇǸɞȧɃȽɗ ɞȤȑ ȷǸȆɃɔǸɞɃɔϰ ǸȽȍ uh0 
program sees every day. He begins 
each day by making sure all villages 
have materials and reagents in stock to 
cover testing for the next three weeks. 
Afterwards, he pores over quality con-
trol logs to make sure things are going 
smoothly. Reading quality control 
ȷɃȞɗ ȍǸȧȷϰ Ȟȧϩȑɗ Ȥȧȼ ȧȽɗȧȞȤɞ ɃȽ ɗɞǸџ ǸȽȍ 
machines. 
/ϰ ɐȑɔȝɃɔȼȧȽȞ w0  Ϫȑ ȼǸȵȑ ɗɡɔȑ 

that the instrument, materials, and 
ɔȑǸȞȑȽɞɗ  Ǹɗ Ϫȑȷȷ Ǹɗ ɞȤȑ ɗɞǸџ ɐȑɔȝɃɔȼȧȽȞ 
the test, are in an optimal condition 
and meet the standards to start testing 
patients,” he said.

For the last year-and-a-half, commu-
nity health aides and POC assistants in 
the villages have actively participated 
in the diagnosis and prevention of 
0h²O6 ȧȽȝȑȇɞȧɃȽɗ טּאָ  OȽ ȑǸȇȤ ϩȧȷȷǸȞȑ  
there are two ways to diagnose the 
infection: they can either administer a 
rapid test using an Abbott ID NOW 
ǸȽǸȷϰϵȑɔ  ϪȤȧȇȤ ɞǸȵȑɗ ָדּא ȼȧȽɡɞȑɗ ɞɃ ǸȽ 
hour to run, or they can administer 
a test that will be sent to Nome and 
ɐɔɃȇȑɗɗȑȍ ɞȤɔɃɡȞȤ ɞȤȑ 0h/!{ ּאַאַזּה 
or through a smaller machine called a 
Cepheid. 

“Both are molecular testing, but in 
Nome, the machines are more accu-
ɔǸɞȑ  ɐɔȑȇȧɗȑ ɗȑȽɗȧɞȧϩȑ  ǸȽȍ ɗɐȑȇȧѨȇ Ǹȷȷ 
of which are important characteristics 
to diagnose and monitor positive indi-
viduals and their close contacts,” Gar-
cia-Morales said.

One of the biggest changes the 
POC program has seen is an increase 
in the daily number of patients tested, 
ɐǸɔɞȧȇɡȷǸɔȷϰ ȝɃɔ 0h²O6 טּאָ  xȑȞȧɃȽ
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YOUR BEST LIFE
NEWS & VIEWS FROM THE CAMP DEPARTMENT AT NORTON SOUND HEALTH CORPORATION

Teaming up to decrease traumatic brain injuries
By Katie Hannon 
NSHC Injury Prevention Coordinator

The Norton Sound Health Corpo-
ration Injury Prevention Program is 
ȑϯȇȧɞȑȍ ɞɃ Ȇȑ ɃȽȑ Ƀȝ ɞȤȑ uǸɔɞ ָא OȽȍȧǸȽ 
Health Service-funded TIPCAP Pro-
ȞɔǸȼɗ ȝɃɔ̾
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Overnight Baked 
French Toast
The holidays can be a great time to sit down with 
family and connect over a warm meal. This breakfast 
can be made the night before, which makes it a great 
recipe for Christmas morning. Fresh Alaska berries 
and homegrown rhubarb add some local flavor.

Prep time: 15 minutes plus a night in fridge

Cooking time: 35-40 minutes

Serves: 6-8 people

INGREDIENTS 
 1 small loaf of French bread (or 1 large loaf white or 

whole wheat bread)

 5 eggs

 3 tablespoons granulated sugar (or sugar 
substitute)

 1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

 2½ cups of milk (or milk alternative)

 ¼ cup flour

 6 tablespoons packed brown sugar

 ½ teaspoon cinnamon

 ¼ cup butter

 1 cup blueberries

 1 cup salmonberries

 1 cup rhubarb diced

DIRECTIONS
1. Lightly grease 9”x13” pan

2. Cut the bread into ¾-inch slices. Layer in pan, fit-
ting snug.

3. Add egg, sugar and vanilla into medium-sized 
bowl and beat slightly. Stir in milk.

4. Pour egg mixture over bread; turn bread slices 
over.

5. Cover and refrigerate overnight

6. In the morning, pre-heat oven to 375 degrees F.

7. Combine flour, brown sugar, and cinnamon in 
small bowl.

8. Cut butter into small cubes. Mix butter into flour 
mixture to make crumb topping. Crumbs should 
be smaller than peas but not as fine as cornmeal.

9. Remove pan from fridge, carefully turn the bread 
slices over and scatter mixed berries and rhubarb 
over the bread

10. Sprinkle crumb mixture over the top.

11. Bake at 375 for 35-40 minutes, until fluffy and 
golden.

12. Let cool for a bit and then serve and ENJOY!

Cook’s note:  Overnight soaking of the bread causes 
the dish to puff and become creamy when baked!  If 
you don’t have time to soak overnight, soak for a few 
hours. 

Source: Submitted by Ashley Hackert from the cook-
book:  Foods We Alaskans Enjoy

Don’t let winter slow you down
Indoors or outdoors, 
you can stay active 
in cold weather

When winter blows in (and stays for months), 
you can pull your cozy blankets over your head 
and go back to sleep—or you can suit up and 
head out for an outdoor winter adventure! 

There’s no reason you need to take a break 
from physical activity when the temperature 
drops. In fact, exercising in cooler weather has 
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Ϫȧȷȷ Ȇȑ ȼɃɗɞ ȑџȑȇɞȧϩȑ ȧȽ ɗɡȇȇȑɗɗȝɡȷȷϰ 
transitioning reentrants back into the 
ȇɃȼȼɡȽȧɞϰ

Graham used to carry a stigma 
toward people who sought out help. 
That all changed when he met Reen-
try Case Manager Ronda Burnett and 
/L{ ȇȷȧȽȧȇȧǸȽ /Ǹɔɔϰ LȑɗɗɃȽ

“It turns out, maybe all of us needed 
therapy,” Graham said. “I did. I didn’t 
think I did.”

The reentry program is a voluntary 
ɐɔȑ ɞɔȧǸȷ ȧȽȧɞȧǸɞȧϩȑ Ƀџȑɔȑȍ ɞɃ ȼȑȍȧɡȼ 
to high-risk inmates by their probation 
ɃѢȇȑɔ  

If interested in receiving services and 
ϪȧȷȷȧȽȞ ɞɃ ɗȧȞȽ Ǹ ɔȑȑȽɞɔϰ ɐɔɃȞɔǸȼ ȇɃȽ-
tract, participants typically begin the 
ɐɔɃȞɔǸȼ ּאַט ȍǸϰɗ ȆȑȝɃɔȑ ɔȑȷȑǸɗȑ
though that can vary depending on 
their sentence. 

Once enrolled, participants get 
assistance in completing paperwork to 
ѨȽȍ ȆǸɗȧȇ ȷȧϩȧȽȞ Ƚȑȇȑɗɗȧɞȧȑɗ ȷȧȵȑ ȤɃɡɗ-
ing, employment, transportation, 
clothing, career training, educational 
opportunities, public assistance, and 
childcare, among other things. 
£Ȥȑ ɐɔɃȞɔǸȼ ǸȷɗɃ Ƀџȑɔɗ ȆȑȤǸϩȧɃɔǸȷ 

health therapy and alcohol and drug 
treatment programs through BHS. 
After release, reentrants normally 
remain enrolled in the program for six 
to nine months before graduating.

Making a difference every day
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Reentry Resource Directory
If you are seeking services or know of someone who 
might benefit from more support, reach out to a 
Nome Reentry Coalition partner.

 Nome Reentry Program
 Ronda Burnett, Reentry Case Manager

 907-443-3290 (office)

 907-434-2794 (cell phone)

 Assistance in housing, employment, transporta-
tion, clothing, career training, educational oppor-
tunities, behavioral health services, and public 
assistance.

Behavioral Health Services
 (907-443-3344 (for non-emergencies during busi-

ness hours)

 (907) 443-6411 and ask for Behavioral Health (for 
emergencies, on weekends, or after-hours)

 Counseling services for families, individuals, and 
couples, substance abuse recovery programs, and 
crisis assistance

Kawerak
 Crystal Taxac, Program Coordinator

 907-443-4358

 Educational opportunities, employment training, 
and support services

Arctic Access
 Denice Gilroy, Executive Director

 907-434-1682

 Assistance specializing in elders and people expe-
riencing disabilities

 Nome Community Center
 Rhonda Schneider

 (907) 443-5259

 Housing and homelessness prevention, temporary 
emergency foster home, alcohol and drug preven-
tion, food security, family services, senior center, 
juvenile offender rehabilitation 

Alaska’s Careline 24/7
 1-877-266-4357

 Crisis intervention for individuals considering sui-
cide, or experiencing crisis, isolation, or depression.

Baby-friendly hospital initiative 
is good for the whole family

Now two years old, NSHC’s designation 
as a baby friendly facility is no longer in its 
infancy. 

The Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative is 
a worldwide program championed by the 
World Health Organization and UNICEF. 
Designated healthcare facilities are recognized 
as being baby friendly, putting a focus on 
maternal services and ensuring newborns 
have a healthy start.

Several departments at NSHC collaborate 
to ensure that BFHI standards are met, and 
the best possible care is provided for moth-
ers and children in the region. The Infant 
Feeding Committee includes representatives 
from Acute Care, CAMP, Primary Care, and 
Maternal Child Health. 

Stephanie Stang, NSHC Wellness director 
and registered dietitian, leads the committee, 
which also includes obstetric doctors, nurses, 
ǸȽȍ ȇȑɔɞȧѨȑȍ ȷǸȇɞǸɞȧɃȽ ȇɃȽɗɡȷɞǸȽɞɗ

“Being a baby-friendly hospital is not just 
ȝɃɔ ȼɃȼ ǸȽȍ ȆǸȆϰ  ȧɞ ɗ ȝɃɔ ɗɡȇȇȑɗɗȝɡȷ ȆɔȑǸɗɞ-
feeding and bonding with the whole family,” 
ɗȤȑ ɗǸȧȍ

Stang wants to show families that there are 
ȼǸȽϰ ȆȑȽȑѨɞɗ ɞɃ ȆɔȑǸɗɞȝȑȑȍȧȽȞ ȧȽ ɞȤȧɗ ɔȑȞȧɃȽ

“It’s more portable. You can access it 
wherever you are, and in a rural location like 
Nome or in a village, accessibility is huge.”

Before NSHC went through the BFHI 
designation process, providers began imple-
menting fundamentals of the program in 
everyday lactation services. Most notably, in 
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Room for all in new 
Shishmaref clinic

The new Shishmaref clinic 
opened to the public on Monday, 
!ɡȞɡɗɞ ּאַב

Clinic construction continued 
throughout the summer with inte-
ɔȧɃɔ ѨȽȧɗȤȑɗ ǸȽȍ ѨȽǸȷ ɞɃɡȇȤȑɗ Ȇϰ 
the contractor Paug Vik. NSHC 
Village Facilities Management 
ǸȽȍ /ȧɃbȑȍ ɗɞǸџ Ϫȑɔȑ ɃȽ ɗȧɞȑ ȧȽ 
!ɡȞɡɗɞ ɞɃ Ȥȑȷɐ ȷɃȇǸȷ ɗɞǸџ ȼɃϩȑ ȝɡɔ-
niture and equipment over from 
the old clinic and install and test 
everything before the opening.

NSHC also sent Information 
{ϰɗɞȑȼɗ ɗɞǸџ Ƀɡɞ ɞɃ ȧȽɗɞǸȷȷ ɞȑȷȑ-
phones and internet and to set up 
computers and work stations.
£Ȥȑ ȽȑϪ ּד אַאַגּ ɗɓɡǸɔȑ ȝɃɃɞ ȧɗ 

modeled after the St. Lawrence 
Island clinics, which opened in 

{ǸϩɃɃȽȞǸ ǸȽȍ EǸȼȆȑȷȷ ȧȽ ּוּאָאַא  Oɞ 
replaces a clinic that was originally 
Ȇɡȧȷɞ ȧȽ ָבּזּטּא  ϪȤȧȇȤ ϪǸɗ ɃȽȷϰ ָא  אַדּזּ
square feet.

NSHC held a ribbon cutting 
ceremony for the community on 
{ȑɐɞ אַאָ   £Ȥȑɔȑ  c{L0 uɔȑɗȧȍȑȽɞ
CEO Angie Gorn explained why 
the new facility was needed.
OȽ ּגּאָאַא  Ϫȑ ɔȑȽɃϩǸɞȑȍ ɞȤȑ Ƀȷȍ 

clnic, and we were so excited when 
that project was done,” she said. 
“But I remember coming to one 
of your annual meetings, and we 
heard loud and clear from your 
community that you needed a 
much bigger clinic.”

The new space boasts three exam 
rooms, a laboratory/pharmacy 
space, a trauma bay, a specialty 
clinic exam room, a large dental 
ɗɡȧɞȑ  ǸȽ ɃѢȇȑ ȝɃɔ ɞȤȑ ϩȧȷȷǸȞȑ ȆǸɗȑȍ 
counselor, an employee break 
room and conference room, as well 
Ǹɗ ǸȍȍȧɞȧɃȽǸȷ ɃѢȇȑ ɗɐǸȇȑ ȝɃɔ ȇȷȧȽȧȇ 
ɗɞǸџ ȼȑȼȆȑɔɗ
£Ȥȑ ȑȽɞȧɔȑ ɐɔɃȲȑȇɞ ȇɃɗɞ ּז  הּ
ȼȧȷȷȧɃȽ  ϪȤȧȇȤ ȧȽȇȷɡȍȑɗ Ǹ ּאַאַב  אַאַאַ
ȧȽȇɔȑǸɗȑ ȍɡȑ ɞɃ 0h²O6 ȇɃɗɞɗ טּאָ  
hȝ ɞȤǸɞ ɞɃɞǸȷ  ȼȧȷȷȧɃȽ  ϪǸɗ אּ 
funded by an Indian Health Ser-
vices Small Ambulatory Clinic 
grant.

NSHC Capital Projects focuses on clinics, housing
New St. Michael Clinic

Construction continued on the 
ȽȑϪ ּד אַאַגּ ɗɓɡǸɔȑ ȝɃɃɞ ȇȷȧȽȧȇ ȧȽ {ɞ  
Michael. The layout is the same as 
that of the Shishmaref, Savoonga and 
Gambell clinics. Last summer, con-
tractor Paug Vik framed in the exterior 
of the building. In the fall, carpenters 
installed the roof, ice and water shield, 
and windows. This winter, a crew will 
continue to work inside the building 
on interior framing and mechanical 
and electrical work. The clinic is sched-
ɡȷȑȍ ȝɃɔ ȇɃȼɐȷȑɞȧɃȽ ȧȽ ȝǸȷȷ ּאּאּאַא

New Wales Clinic, Staff Housing
! ȽȑϪ ּב אַאַטּ ɗɓɡǸɔȑ ȝɃɃɞ ȇȷȧȽȧȇ 

for Wales was designed by Architects 
Alaska using the same layout as the 

new Shaktoolik clinic, which opened 
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Grant management, harmful algal 
blooms and more covered at training
0h²O6 ɔȑȷǸɞȑȍ ɞɔǸϩȑȷ ǸȽȍ ȧȽ טּאָ ɐȑɔɗɃȽ ɞɔǸȧȽ-

ing restrictions have helped keep people safe, but 
ȤǸϩȑ ȼǸȍȑ ȧȽ ɐȑɔɗɃȽ ɞɔǸȧȽȧȽȞ ȍȧѢȇɡȷɞ  
:ȼȼǸ uǸɞȑ  Ƀɡɔ hѢȇȑ Ƀȝ :ȽϩȧɔɃȽȼȑȽɞǸȷ 

Health environmental coordinator, manages and 
provides services under our IGAP grant from the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

A big part of services under this program is to 
provide technical assistance to the region’s Tribal 
Environmental Program, with a focus on grant 
management and water quality, which typically 
includes in-person training.  

Pate collaborated with Kawerak Environmen-
ɞǸȷ uɔɃȞɔǸȼ ɗɞǸџ ɞɃ ɐȷǸȽ ǸȽȍ ȇɃȼɐȷȑɞȑ ɞϪɃ ȧȽ ɐȑɔ-
son IGAP trainings in Nome during October for 
ȽȑϪ ɞɔȧȆǸȷ ȑȽϩȧɔɃȽȼȑȽɞǸȷ ɗɞǸџ ȧȽ ɞȤȑ ɔȑȞȧɃȽ  ²ȧɔ-
tual Zoom attendance was an option for any who 
could not attend. 

Training groups were kept very small, and 
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Nurse aide students 
care for elders though 
local campus program

Giving back to the region’s elders 
through hands-on care can be a mean-
ȧȽȞȝɡȷ ǸȽȍ ȝɡȷѨȷȷȧȽȞ ȑϯɐȑɔȧȑȽȇȑ  
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2021 EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH
JANUARY – SHAUNA SEETOT Clinic Travel Spe-
cialist, Brevig Mission. Shauna is respectful to all 
patients and is careful to guard their privacy at all 
times. She proactively assisted the COVID response 
team in her community and worked late on a holi-
day—even bringing dinner to the support team that 
ϪǸɗ ϪɃɔȵȧȽȞ ָוּא ȤɃɡɔɗ ȍǸȧȷϰ ɃȽ ɞȑɗɞȧȽȞ זּאָ  ϩǸȇȇȧȽǸɞȧȽȞ 
and contact tracing. She went the extra mile to assure 
information was dispersed in the community and 

helped ensure no vaccines were wasted.
FEBRUARY – NIKKI HUKILL Administrative Spe-
cialist, Specialty Clinic. Nikki is a fantastic communi-
cator—she calls patients multiple times to ensure they 
are seen and willingly helps with rescheduling when it 
is needed during weather events. She cleans the break 
room and orders supplies that are used by the entire 
department. Her extraordinary organization skills and 
the way she takes on never-ending tasks are so valued 
by all the teams she supports.

MARCH – WESLEY KOMONASEAK Village Mainte-
nance Technician, Wales. Wesley worked tirelessly to 
ensure operations continued for the Wales clinic despite 
challenging circumstances. When the clinic’s sewage sys-
tem went down, Wesley had doubts about whether he 
could make the repair. But he braved sub-zero wind 
ȇȤȧȷȷɗ  ɐȑɔɗȧɗɞȑȍ  ǸȽȍ Ѩϯȑȍ ȧɞ ɃȽ Ȥȧɗ ɃϪȽ  6ɡɔȧȽȞ ȆȷȧϵϵǸɔȍɗ 
when the power would go out, he would ensure the gen-
erator was on. Wesley’s positive attitude is a bonus.




